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Abstract-We show the existence of a solution to the Navier-Stokes equation taking the vorticity w 
ss the unknown: it + Aw + Bw = CL, w(O) = wg. Here, wo and cc are bounded Hadon measures. This 
study is motivated by a numerical approximation which will be given in a forthcoming work [l]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Usually, in the Navier-Stokes equations for an incompressible fluid, the unknowns are the veloc- 
ity V and the pressure p (see [2]): 
m{ 
g-vAV+(V.V)V+gradp=finQ=(O,T)xR, 
divV = 0 in Q. 
Assume R c W2, physicists also consider as unknowns the vorticity w = (curl V)i and the stream 
function $ satisfying V = curl($&), where c is the unit vector orthogonal to the plane W2. If we 
take the “curl” of the first equation and take the projection on the ic-axis, we get from (PI): 
uAw+(V*V)w=pinQ, 
(p2){ !A; =w in Q. 
We supplement (Ps) with the additional conditions that w = 1c, = 0 on (0, T) xm and ~(0, .) = we; 
we as well as p are bounded Radon measures on R. If fl = W2, this problem was already considered 
by G.H. Cottet [3,4] when Jo = 0. So, we will assume that R is a bounded domain. Although the 
boundary condition on w is not the usual one it is here a relevant one as our study is above all 
motivated by the numerical approximation of (Ps) in a large domain R. 
2. NOTATXONS AND MAIN RESULTS 
We denote by M(Q) (resp., M(R)) the set of bounded Radon measures on Q (resp., on a), 
and we set for m 2 1 and p ~11, +oo]; 
z->P(~) = n ~+a(fl), Z,“ql) = ZmJq-qnW,J(R). 
sE[LP[ 
Now, we define the B-functions on 2, 1’4’3(,) by first introducing the map 
L : 2,"4'3(f2) I-+ Ztg4(lc) with Lw = qb if and only if - A$ = w in fi,lC, = 0 on as2. 
We set B(w,cp) = &Lw~ - &Lw& for (w,cp)in Zi1,4’3(R)~ Zi’4’3(R)and Bw = B(w,w). 
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As a property of B, we have the following. 
LEMMA 1. Let + be a bounded lipschitz function from W into W, then for all w E Z~‘4’3(s2), we 
have 
(i) Bw E P(fl), 1 Lp < 5; 
(ii) & Bw(x)@(w(x)) dx = 0; 
(iii) V(p E l+$l+m (S2), Jn Bwcpdx = - & wB(w, ‘p) dx. 
PROOF. For w E 2i1,4’3(R), grad(lw) E L”(s2)2; so we have (i). We write 
I Bw@(w) dx = s &Lw& (Jd%(o)d,) dx-j- &w-& (l%(o)du) dx. 2 
Cl R Cl 
By integration by parts, we get (ii), and (iii) is also derived by an integration by parts. 
The problem (Pz) is equivalent to solving the problem wt + Aw + Bw = p on Q, w(t) E ,Z,$: (a) 
for a.e., t E [O,T] where Aw = -UAW, v > 0. 
THEOREM 1. (Existence of a weak solution) Let p E M(Q) and wg E M(R), then there exists 
w E nsEI1,~[ Lq(O,T; Wt’q((n)) satisfying 
- I wept dx dt - s ~‘(0, x) ho + u s VwVpdx dt - s wB(w, ‘P) dx dt = I cp(t, x) dp, 
Q n Q Q Q 
for all cp E C$‘(R3), which is zero in a neighborhood of (0, T) x Xl and (T) x R. 
REMARK. We prove below that wB(w, ‘p) is in L’(Q). 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We follow the same scheme as in [5]. First of all, we consider @ in C,-(Q) (resp., w; in Cr(n)) 
with @ (resp., wi) remaining in a bounded set of L1(Q) (resp., in L1(s2)), (E > 0). Using the 
result in R. Temam’s book [2], we derive the existence of a function wE E L2(0, T; H2(s2) nH,j((R)) 
satisfying: (PC) : wf + Aw” + Bw” = pLE in V’(Q), w’(O) = wi. 
From Lemma 1 and integration by parts, we derive the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let Cp be a bounded lipschitz function from R into R, then for all t E [0, T]: 
I I dx w’(t’s) cP(o) da - 1 dx [W’(=) a((~) do + v It [ Vw’V@(w’) dx du 
i 
Jo 
Choosing various functions 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. wE remains in a 
L”(0,T;L1(52)) as E - 0. 





@(w”),u’ dx da. 
0 
n 
@, as in [5], in Lemma 2 and applying Lemma 1 of 151, we deduce 
bounded set of Lq(O,T; W$“(fl)) for al1 q E [l, $[ and also in 
LEMMA 4. There exists T > 1 such that w’grad(lw”) remains in a bounded set of L’(s2)2. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 4. For a fixed q ~11, #[, we set q* = 2q/2 - q. Consider 7 > 0 such that 
q*v < (q - l)(q* - l)(l + 77). By interpolation and Lemma 3, we have 
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Note that 1 - B = 4*7]/(1 + ~)(q* - 1). From the definition of I&, Calderon-Zygmund’s theorem 
and the preceding estimate, we get: 
Since q/(2 - 0) > 1, we have for T = inf(q/2 - 8, 1 + ?,I), 
COROLLARY OF LEMMAS 3 AND 4. 
(i) There exits s > 1 such that: wt remains in a bounded set of L’(0, T; H-8(R)). 
(ii) For all cp in Cm@), wEB(wE, ‘p) remains in a bounded set of L’(Q) (r as in Lemma 4). 
The proof is straightforward. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. We can assume that there exists a function w such that 
(i) wE converges weakly to w in L*(O,T; IV:‘*(n)) for all q E [l, t[. 
(ii) wE converges to w almost everywhere in & (Use the compactness’ result of [2]). 
(iii) grad(L&) converges to grad(Lw) almost everywhere in Q (use the definition of L, Calde- 
ron-Zygmund theorem and the preceding point (ii)). 
(iv) For all cp in CM(Q), wEB(wE,p) converges to wB(w, cp) in L1(Q)-strong. 
Multiplying by a suitable function cp (as in Theorem 1) and passing to the limit in (PC), we 
prove Theorem 1. 
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